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A to Z: ABC
Stories in ASL

Ben Bahan and
Ben Jarashow

ABC stories Using imagination and skill they create a visual feast.
At once delightful, humorous, inspiring and simply
amazing, this collection of ABC stories is sure to
entertain. This DVD is a valuable resource for
storytellers, teachers, and students, and enjoyable for
anyone who delights to see the artistry in ASL stories.
(Dawn Sign press, 2016)

http://www.dawnsign.com/a-
to-z-abc-stories-in-asl

American Sign
Language Babies
Series

Dawn Sign Press ASL signs (basic) American Sign Language (ASL) is a language used
for centuries by Deaf people in the United States and
Canada. With every passing day, kids at home, in
daycare centers, and in kindergarten classes are
learning ASL from parents, caretakers, and teachers.
(Dawn Sign Press, 2016)

http://www.dawnsign.com/se
ries/baby-signs/8

ASL Apps iDev2.com ASL signs (basic) Many different ASL apps:  iSignLite, Baby Sign
(ASL), ABC Sign

https://itunes.apple.com/us/de
veloper/idev2.com/id285835
427

ASL Dictionary
from NTID

National
Technical
Institude for the
Deaf

Dictionary This ASL Dictionary from the National Technical
Institute for the Deaf is a modified version of their
popular ASL Video Dictionary and Inflection Guide -
- DIG. The program shows 2,700 signs and 650
sentences that demonstrate how signs change, or
"inflect", to convey different meanings. For example,
modifications in hand movements and facial
expressions can change the sign for "help" to mean
help me, help them, help for a long time, etc.
"Afternoon" can change to mean all afternoon, late
afternoon or every afternoon. The sentences also
show the full range of ASL grammar. There is an
option to show signs grouped into 24 categories:
Countries, Animals, Numbers, States, Money, etc. As
a self-test, users also have an option to choose when
they see the English sentences - simultaneously with
the ASL sentences, or afterwards. (NTID, 2012)

https://www.rit.edu/mobile/a
pp-detail.php?id=32

ASL Emergency
Signs

Software Studios
LLC

ASL signs (emergency) Learn important ASL signs and phrases related to
emergency, medical, firefighting and law
enforcement. (Software Studios LLC, 2015)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/asl-emergency-
signs/id505475985?mt=8

ASL Films ASL Films ASL movies ASL Films is an independent, deaf owned and
operated production company for all feature film
media. **10 ASL movies in total** (ASL Films,
2013)

http://www.aslfilms.com

ASL Finger-
spelling

Mike Bartmess ASL fingerspelling practice Finger-Spelling provides a fantastic and convenient
way to practice reading fingerspelling anywhere!
Giving you control over the length of words and the
speed, you are free to practice at a pace that is perfect
for you! (Mike Bartmess, 2013)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/asl-finger-
spelling/id715668121?mt=8

ASL Games MmpApps Corp ASL signs (all levels) Many different ASL apps: ASL Trivia Word Search,
ASL Word Battle, ASL Word Blender, ASL word
Drop, ASL Word Gravity Collection, ASL Word
Pyramid, ASL Word Search, ASL Word Showdown,
ASL Word Square Choide, ASL Word Collection,
ASL Perpetual Words, ASL Polyomino Words, ASL
Gravity Word, 3Strike American Sign Language
(MmpApps Corp., 2016)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/de
veloper/software-studios-
llc/id425694308
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ASL Handshape
Game Cards

Dawn Sign Press ASL Handshape ASL Handshape Game Cards transform the process of
learning sign language into playful activities. Even
skilled signers will find challenges. Each game can be
played with different numbered groups of cards to
make the game more difficult as the skill level
requires.  Not limited to students, the ASL Handshape
Game Cards appeal to signers of all ages. The Game
Cards are also an excellent play-and-learn tool for
Deaf children, their siblings, and friends. While
exploring handshapes and the signs-and words-that
can be formed with them, children enrich their
appreciation of one of the basic elements of American
Sign Language and add to their growing vocabulary.
(Dawn Sign Press, 2016)

http://www.dawnsign.com/as
l-handshape-game-cards

ASL Nook ASL Nook ASL signs (basic) A nook like no others…Words, pictures, and stories
come to life with the magic of American Sign
Language (ASL). We welcome anyone who wants to
learn ASL. Within our cozy nook, you will learn
many new signs such as the alphabet, colors,
emotions, animals, and beyond. When two walls
meet, a nook is formed. This is where two languages
and two worlds meet. ASL nook promises to be
entertaining and family-friendly. (ASL NOOK, 2016)

www.aslnook.com

ASL Storytelling
Library

Crossroad ASL storytelling ASL Storytelling makes reading come alive for deaf
and hard of hearing students.  The ASL Storytelling
program provides resources with the goal of
promoting literacy and creating language-learning
skills for students in a fun and engaging way.  The
ASL Storytelling program provides interactive ASL
Storytelling classes done through videoconferencing
and also has an online ASL Storytelling library with a
selection of books that can be viewed at any time
(Crossroad, 2016)

https://texasdeafed.org/studen
ts/asl-storytelling-library

ASL Tales ASL Tales ASL storytelling A New Way of Experiencing American Sign
Language and English. Our books with DVDs are a
great opportunity to learn about ASL….from the most
basic understanding of how the language works to an
ideal supplement to any classroom.(ASL Tales, 2015)

http://www.asltales.net/index.
htm

ASL That Facebook Facebook ASL THAT! group is designed for native/fluent ASL
users, interpreters, advanced signers (i.e. students who
already completed ASL 4 and higher), and CODAs.
Beginners are welcome to join but this keep in mind
that this is not designed to be an ASL dictionary site
(ASL That, 2016)

https://www.facebook.com/gr
oups/ASLTHAT/

ASL That
(Children)

Facebook Facebook ASL THAT! Kids is for parents' Deaf and CODA
kids (age birth to 18) to share their ASL with the
world. (ASL THAT, 2016)

https://www.facebook.com/as
lthatkids/?fref=ts

ASLized ASLized ASL signs (Storytelling, linguistics,
Stories)

ASLized fosters the integration of American Sign
Language (ASL) educational research into visual
media and literacy. The main objective is to produce
teaching and learning materials in ASL with two
focuses: 1.) ASL literature, preserving culture and
history and 2.) ASL Linguistics, promoting a better
understanding of the complex structure and use of
sign languages. (ASLized, 2016)

http://aslized.org
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Audism Unveiled Dawn Sign Press ASL culture Audism Unveiled will help educate and spread the
knowledge that the oppressed are not alone, and share
a common bond with many others who have
experienced it. It is also beneficial to educate
yourself, by seeing the many faces of audism, and the
deep emotional scars resulting from this
discrimination. (Dawn Sign Press, 2016)

http://www.dawnsign.com/au
dism

Countries Sign
Language

DeafEyes777,
YouTube

Countries in ASL This is how countries around the world sign for their
particular country. Good learn of lesson!
(DeafEyes777, 2014)

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=UXxcsiB6mpY

D-Pan: ASL Music
Video

Deaf
Prodessional
Arts Network

Music Video in ASL D-PAN, The Deaf Professional Arts Network, is an
internationally-known nonprofit organization
dedicated to making music and music culture
accessible for the deaf and hard of hearing
community. (D-Pan, 2016)

http://d-pan.com

Dawn Sign Press Dawn Sign Press ASL publisher DawnSignPress creates, develops, and publishes
quality American Sign Language (ASL) and Deaf
culture-related DVDs and books. Dedicated to the
principle that Deaf people are the natural experts
regarding their language and culture, DawnSignPress
wholeheartedly supports the efforts of Deaf people to
document ASL, Deaf culture, history, heritage, and
literature. (Dawn Sign Press, 2016)

http://www.dawnsign.com/ab
out.php

Everyday ASL EverydayASL
Production

ASL signs (all levels) Everyday ASL Productions is a New York City based
company founded by a team of Deaf ASL educators
with varied experiences throughout both Deaf and
hearing communities. This team understands the
importance of promoting and educating American
Sign Language (ASL) to ensure successful
communication with others using the language.
(EverydayASL, 2015)

http://everydayasl.com

EverydayASL EverydayASL
Production

ASL signs (basic) This Free app is most downloaded sign language app
in the world! As seen on TV, this app will help you to
learn how to fingerspell words, numbers, sign basic
sentences, idioms, deaf culture, and more for Free!
(Everyday ASL Production, LTD, 2011)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/de
veloper/everydayasl.com/id3
16806013

Finger Spelling
Game

My Smart Hands ASL signs (basic) A great way to practice fingerpselling. A
fingerspelling game. (My Smart hands, 2012)

http://mysmarthands.com/asl/
finger-spelling-game/

iStoryTime: Danny
The Dragon
"Meets Jimmy"

iStoryTime, INC ASL stories Danny The Dragon Meets Jimmy is a captivating,
multi-award winning tale about a delightful, polite
and lovable dragon named Danny, and his sidekick
Skipper. In a most unusual way, they stumble upon
the home of a boy named Jimmy. Danny’s mode of
transportation - he shrinks and travels in a green sea
shell! Reading the story, children are also transported
- from our fast-paced multimedia world to a simpler
place and time. (Zuuka, 2010)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/danny-dragon-meets-
jimmy-
hd/id383272257?mt=8
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My Heart Glow Lesdeux2 ASL stories The book entitled, ‘My Heart Glow’, written by
Emily McCully and translated into ASL by Janis
Cole. (lesdeux2, 2011)

http://www.lesdeux2.com/ec
ommerce/

See What I Mean
(Second Edition)

Thomas K.
Holcomb/ Anna
Mindess

ASL cutlture/ Deaf Culture Differences between Deaf and hearing Cultures https://www.harriscomm.com
/catalog/product_info.php?cP
ath=35_254&products_id=19
792&hcCsid=hqctsfp86hmrg
vckii9q5bgog1

Shay & Ivy Book Sheena McFeely Children Book in ASL Shay & Ivy, written by Sheena McFeely and
illustrated by Casie Trace, is a children’s book series
that made its debut in May 2015. The first book will
be in hardcover, 28 pages, and written for children
ages 3-8. In addition, we have Shay & Ivy Beyond the
Kingdom eBook available now in the iPad, Kindle,
and Nook bookstores. (Shayandivy, 2015)

http://www.shayandivy.com/
about/

Sign Media Sign Media ASL publisher Sign Media is the nation's leading producer of
videotape and print materials on American Sign
Language and Deaf Culture. (Sign Media, 2011)

http://store.signmedia.com

Signed Stories:
Many different
stories

ITV
Broadcasting
Limited

ASL stories Best-selling children’s stories performed in
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE or BRITISH SIGN
LANGUAGE, with FREE book, vocabulary builder
and fun learning games. (ITV SignPost, 2015)

https://itunes.apple.com/ca/ap
p/signed-
stories/id550966811?mt=8

Spread the Sign Spread the Sign ASL culture Here at Spreadthesign we have gathered suggestions
of signs from different sign languages around the
world. (Spreadthesign, 2012)

https://www.spreadthesign.co
m

The ASL App Ink & Salt LLC ASL signs (basic) THE ASL APP is all about teaching you
conversational ASL. Packed with 800+ signs and
phrases, easy navigation and features, with different
signers, The ASL App is designed to make learning
easy, accessible, and fun. (The ASL app 2016)

http://theaslapp.com/#about

The Canadian
Dictionary of ASL

Canadian
Cultural Society
of the Deaf

Dictionary " Developed in conjunction with the Canadian
Cultural Society of the Deaf, this comprehensive new
dictionary of American Sign Language (ASL) has
over 8700 signs, many unique to Canada. Material for
this extensive work has been drawn from many
sources and includes input gathered from members of
Canada''s Deaf community over the past twenty years.
The Canadian Dictionary of ASL offers clear
illustrations and sign descriptions alongside English
definitions, making it a valuable reference for Deaf
and hearing users alike. Authoritative and up-to-date,
The Canadian Dictionary of ASL will prove to be the
standard reference for years to come." (Canadian
Cultural Society of the Deaf, 2016)

http://www.deafculturecentre
.ca/public/estore/Product.asp
x?ID=242&n=ViewProduct-
00020&La=1
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VL2: The Baobab Visual Language
and Visual
Learning,
Gallaudet
University

ASL stories  The Baobab is an original story about a curious little
girl who embarks on an adventure. Complete with
enthralling illustrations and talented American Sign
Language (ASL) storytelling, this bilingual interactive
storybook app features a rich American Sign
Language glossary with 170 English to ASL words.
(VL2, 2013)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/the-
baobab/id585916034?mt=8

VL2: The Blue
Lobster

Visual Language
and Visual
Learning,
Gallaudet
University

ASL stories The adventures of the curious little girl continues! In
this storybook designed for younger and emerging
readers, ages 3 & up, the curious little girl goes off in
search for a rare blue lobster! (VL2, 2015)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/the-blue-
lobster/id920137853?mt=8

VL2: The Boy
who Cried Wolf

Visual Language
and Visual
Learning,
Gallaudet
University

ASL stories The classic Aesop's fable about the boy who cried
wolf is brought to life in a wholly new medium with
vivid American Sign Language storytelling, adding
cinematic elements to a timeless tale. Accompanied
by detailed paintings that evoke times of yore, this
storybook app for the iPad comes with over 140
vocabulary words, signed and fingerspelled. (VL2,
2014)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/boy-who-cried-wolf-vl2-
storybook/id826618004?mt=
8

VL2: The Little
Airplane that
Could

Visual Language
and Visual
Learning,
Gallaudet
University

ASL stories The Little Airplane That Could is a creative adaption
of the popular children's classic by Watty Piper, The
Little Engine That Could. In this adaption, the story
centers on two extraordinary show dogs who were
scheduled to give a dog show on the other side of the
mountain, reachable only by taking an airplane over
the peak. As it happens, the dogs' original flight were
cancelled! How will they get to their show? (VL2,
2015)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/little-airplane-that-
could/id1048265295?mt=8

VL2: The Solar
System

Visual Language
and Visual
Learning,
Gallaudet
University

ASL science The Solar System is an educational narrative in both
ASL and English about our eight planets, moons, and
the sun. The illustrations and the video narrative
provides enhanced visual aids to create an interactive,
self-directed reading and learning experience for
young deaf children. The Solar System is full of
scientific facts along with a fantastic collection of
vocabulary words and definitions in ASL. (VL2,
2015)

https://itunes.apple.com/us/ap
p/solar-system-vl2-
storybook/id950418754?mt=
8
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